DIY Storage Bench

By: Making Manzanita
www.MakingManzanita.com

Tools List:

Materials List:

Rockler Beadlock Pro Jig with 3/8 Kit
Brad Nail Gun
Orbital Sander
Table Saw
Miter Saw
Drill
3/8" Drill Bit
Tape Measure
Rubber Mallet
Clamps
Pocket-Hole Jig

24" x 4' x 3/4" Stain Grade Panel - Qty 2
16" x 4' x 3/4" Stain Grade Panel - Qty 4
28" x 1 1/2" x 1 1/2" Table Legs - Qty 6
Wood Glue
Rockler Torsion Hinges
Rockler Loose Tenons - Qty 12
Paint
Stain
Wood Putty
Polyurethane
Rags
Paint Brush
1 1/2" inch Brad Nails
80 & 150 Grit Sandpaper
1 1/2" Pocket Hole Screws

1 1/2"
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Bottom Side Ledger - Qty 2

Cut Wood

Visual Cut List

Leg - Qty 4
1 1/2"

Bottom Long Ledger - Qty 2
2' 7 3/8"

Slat - Qty 8

1' 4 1/2"

1' 4 1/2"

Cut wood with a table saw and miter
saw according to visual cut list.

3 1/2"

1 1/2"

1' 11 1/4"

Top - Qty 1

Box Bottom Panels - Qty 1
Leg Top - Qty 2

1' 4 1/2"

1 5/8"

1' 2 3/4"

Box Long Panels - Qty 2

Box Side Panels - Qty 2
2' 7 3/8"

7 1/4"

1' 4 1/2"

7 1/4"

2' 5 7/8"
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Assemble legs
Using Rockler's Beadlock Pro Jig system, assemble the
legs in a U-shape.
Layout the wood and mark center lines for Beadlock jig
Drill using the Beadlock jig
Add wood glue into holes and fill with loose tenons
Use rubber mallet to tap into place and clamp until dry
Sand after dry.
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Assemble box
with nails
Grab a friend and dry assemble your box. You want
to be sure everything is a very tight fit before you
move on. Any gaps now will mess up the rest of the
build. Sand and trim as necessary then start nailing
your box together.
Glue and nail two long long panels to one short side
then glue and nail the bottom panel in. Make any
adjustments now to ensure a snug fit before adding
the last short panel.
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Sand and stain box, top and slats
Start by sanding all your parts with 80 grit for shaping and 150 grit to
finish off. If you prefer an even smoother finish you can use 220, but keep
in mind that less of the stain will be absorbed if you go up to 220 grit
sandpaper. Use extra care with the sander to smooth the corners and
edges so they are no longer sharper. Alternatively, you could use a 1/8"
round-over bit or chamfer them.
You want to use enough stain to have some residue on top. Start by
applying in a circular motion then finish off the stain going with the grain.
After about 5 minutes, the wood should have absorbed all the stain it will
take. Take a dry rag and wipe off any excess stain. If you skip this step
the stain will "gum" up on the surface and you'll have sand down and start
over.

05
Sand & paint
legs
Sand down legs with 80 grit for
shaping then move to 150 grit. This
allows the paint grab hold better. We
wouldn't recommend using 220 for
painted surfaces.
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Seal all stained pieces

After the stain has dried according to your manufacturer's
specifications, you can seal the wood. We went with
Polyurethane for a durable finish.
Get an appropriate applicator that will not leave behind any
remnants to your finish.
Take your applicator and load it with your finish. Then apply
the finish going with the grain. The finish is better applied in
light coats. Avoid any heavy applications. You can always
apply additional coats as needed.
After the first coat dries take 0000 steel wool and run lightly
over top of your coat. This will smooth out any imperfections
you may have before applying another coat.
Clean off any debris from your wood and apply another coat.
You can repeat this step until you have the desired look.
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Attach box to legs

After your paint and stain/finish dries, you can attach the box to the legs. Start by using the Beadlock Jig to drill mortises on
the tops and box. Since they have already been finished, you can add painter's tape over the wood before drilling to prevent
the chance of chipping while drilling.
Add a small amount of glue to your Beadlock mortise (avoid using too much glue since the pieces are already
stained/painted). Lightly hammer in your loose tenon but not all the way. Flexibility will help line up the Beadlock with your
other piece.
After you line them up lightly hammer your pieces together with a rubber mallet and clamp until the glue is dried. Wipe anyt
glue that spills out immediately with a wet rag.
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Attach bottom
ledgers & slats
Attach the bottom ledgers in a level manner to all the legs 6.5" from the ground
to the top of the ledger board. To do this, you can use pocket-hole joinery or
screw in from the outside of the leg and patch your screw hole afterward.
Once attached begin spacing out the slats equally and attaching them with a
brad nail fastener.
After they are attached on both sides, fill any nail holes with putty that matches
your stain.
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Attach top with
torsion hinge
Measure and layout your hinges according to your
layout for your torsion hinge. Start by attaching the
hinge to the box, starting with pilot holes and then
screwing into place.
Next, lay down the bench on the backside and put the
benchtop on a flat surface. Level using scrap wood if
needed. Take the overlay jig and line up the holes on the
top piece and drill and screw hinge into place.

